New Polling!

69% of Coloradans would prefer an increase of taxes on the wealthy over making cuts in the state budget (while giving tax relief to low- and middle-income earners)

56% would vote YES if voting on this ballot measure right now & only 28% would vote no
Alternatives to Traditional Signature Gathering

Update from Governor’s Office: the \textit{likely} route will be to allow for single page affidavits that can be mailed or scanned and emailed back in.

No Executive Order has been made official, but one is expected.
Petition Numbers

Total Volunteers: 618

Petitions Checked Out: 781 (that’s over 31,000 signatures!)

Paid Signatures: over 7,000!
Gather at a Distance

Circulation Rules:
- Must observe the signature
- Wear a “volunteer circulator” name tag (you can make one)

Social Distancing:
- Always wear a mask
- Maintain 6 ft distance
- Provide sanitized pens
- Ask signers to sanitize their hands before signing

If you have socially distant plans, take your petition!
Pens

Clean Pens are important.
Here are a few ways to make sure pens are clean and signers safe:

1. Have people BRING their OWN pen
2. Clean and dirty pen cups and sanitize dirty pens to restock
3. Provide clean pens that signers can take with them after signing
Your Petition

The one thing all signers will touch is the petition.

1. Make sure you have hand sanitizer readily available for signers to use BEFORE touching the petition.
2. Remember to also sanitize your hands while gathering
Check for accuracy

1. Remind signers that they need to sign with the address at which they are registered to vote
2. Make sure all sections are completed

It’s important to make sure that signatures are accurate - checking for completeness may take a little more time at a distance but it ensures valid signatures.
Portable Signing Station

- Set up a flat surface in the back of your car
- Make sure there are clean pens available (or ask your friends to bring their own)
- Have a bottle of hand sanitizer next to the petition and remind people to sanitize before signing.
Front Porch/Neighborhood Signing Station

- Visible yard/porch signage
- Table 6 ft away from people
- Hand sanitizer available
- Ask: bring your own pen
- Wipes to clean pens if people don’t bring their own
- Petition open to signature lines for minimal contact.
Remember….

Circulation Rules:
- Must observe the signature
- Wear a “volunteer circulator” name tag (you can make one)

Social Distancing:
- Always wear a mask
- Maintain 6 ft distance
- Provide sanitized pens
- Ask signers to sanitize their hands before signing

Any other ideas?
We need everyone in CO to hear about Fair Tax Colorado.

There are lots of ways to contribute to the signature gathering effort by simply talking about the measure and making your support visible.
Get Friends & Neighbors
Interested & Involved
(Safely!)

Colorado
NEEDS
a FAIR
tax!

Tag your friends!

Make a yard sign!
Share Fair Tax Colorado graphics and tag your friends!

We can’t cut our way to recovery.

69% of voters in Colorado support a fair tax code.

A fair tax code is a tax cut for 95% of Coloradans and increased rates for the wealthy in order to raise up to $2 billion in revenue to help Colorado’s recovery.

Remember to tell YOUR story- what does a fair tax mean to you?
Every Good Sign Needs These Three Things...

1. **OUR NAME.** Make **Fair Tax Colorado** big enough for people to see!

2. **OUR WEBSITE.** Let’s get more visitors to [www.FairTaxColorado.org](http://www.FairTaxColorado.org)!

3. **A FUN FACT.** A tax cut for 95% of Coloradans? That’s pretty neat...